
// ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN // 

CURSIVO – A fresh look from every angle  
CURSIVO offers an innovative, modern planter design: its asymmetric shape gives it exciting 
perspectives from every angle. The extravagant planter skillfully surrounds the plants and forms an 
architectural highlight in every room. The combination of two planters in different sizes and colors 
acts as a unique and flexible solution for partitioning a room, creating dimensional spaces and 
atmosphere. Thanks to the optional coasters that are available for CURSIVO 40, the planters remain 
mobile and can be quickly rearranged at any time.  

The well-proven LECHUZA sub-irrigation system, with water level indicator, water reservoir and 
plant substrate, ensures that plants have an optimal supply of water. The color neutral planter liners 
with their recessed handles make it quick to switch the planting arrangement and can also be 
combined with other LECHUZA planters. Planter liner 30 is also compatible with CUBICO 30 and 
TRIO 30 and planter liner 40 can be used with CUBE 40, CUBICO 40, CUBICO Alto and TRIO 40. 
The CURSIVO planter teams functionality with modern interior design and is suitable for creating 
bespoke room concepts. 

CURSIVO is available as an All-in-One set including planter, planter liner, water level indicator and 
plant substrate LECHUZA-PON. CURSIVO is available in three different sizes in the high-gloss colors 
white, black, taupe, scarlet red and in charcoal metallic, silver metallic and espresso metallic.  

CURSIVO 30  
(W x D x H): 30 x 30 x 49 cm (12 x 12 x 19 inches); 3 l (0.8 gal) water reservoir 

CURSIVO 40 
(W x D x H): 40 x 40 x 66 cm (16 x 16 x 26 inches); 8l (2 gal) water reservoir 
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